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Oil spills in oceans cause irreparable damage to marine life and harm to the coastal populations of affected
areas. It is therefore fundamental to develop treatment strategies for such spills. Currently, chemical
dispersants have been used during oil spills, although these agents have been increasingly restricted due to
their toxic potential. Thus, the aim of the present study was to formulate a biodegradable commercial
biosurfactant for application as a bioremediation agent. Biosurfactants are scientifically known biomolecules
produced by microorganisms capable of allowing water-oil interaction. Thus, a biosurfactant was produced by
the yeast Candida sphaerica UCP0995 cultivated in industrial waste and formulated with the addition of a
potassium sorbate preservative. After formulation, samples were stored for 120 days, followed by surface
tension and emulsification measurement, and oil dispersant tests in seawater. The results were promising for
the biosurfactant formulated with the preservative, which demonstrated stability and dispersion of the engine
oil by the biosurfactant stored with potassium sorbate only, with values above 100% dispersion at the
beginning of the experiment. The commercial biosurfactant was tested at different pH values, temperatures
and in the presence of salt, demonstrating potential industrial application at a cost compatible with the
environmental field.

1. Introduction
Spills, leaks, and other releases of heavy oil result in serious ecological problems for marine life and
populations of coastal areas (Geetha et al., 2018). Petroleum-based compounds are highly pollutant when
released to the environment and are considered largely responsible for the main causes of global pollution. A
large number of these compounds are toxic and carcinogenic and may cause harm to human and animal
health (Almeida et al., 2016). Bioremediation played an important role in the cleaning of the spillage of 41
million liters of oil by the oil tanker Exxon Valdez in the Gulf of Alaska in 1989, giving rise to the development
of this technology and demonstrating that there are good reasons to believe in the effective application of this
method for the treatment of future oil spills under appropriate circumstances. While it was difficult to evaluate
the effects of treatment due to the heterogeneity of the contamination, other studies have demonstrated the
importance of the use of surfactants to enhance the biodegradation of oil (Luna et al., 2018). Thus, surfactant
compounds have become an attractive alternative for the removal of hydrophobic contaminants generated by
the petroleum industry (Akbari et al., 2018). Thus, it is possible imminent to find sustainable and ecocompatible solutions for a remediation of these environments. Bioremediation is a low-cost and ecologically
correct strategy with high potential to contain potential contamination (Soares da Silva et al., 2018). Thus, in
seek of nontoxic and eco-friendly demulsifier, biosurfactant is gaining much attention in petroleum industries
(Olasanmi and Thring, 2018). Biosurfactants are amphipathic surface-active molecules, and they can be
produced by a wide variety of microorganisms which have the capacity to reduce surface and interfacial
tensions of solutions (Silva et al., 2018). There are many reasons that make biosurfactants promising
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alternative agents for remediation purposes. These are their less toxic nature, better environmental
compatibility and biodegradability. Other advantages include their production from inexpensive agro-based
raw materials and organic wastes and retention of their activity even at extremes of temperature, pH and salt
concentration (Pinto et al., 2018). The stability of a biosurfactant is an essential factor to the viability of longterm storage, especially for a biotechnological product that must meet rigorous criteria for its production and
application in the industrial environment. Durability needs to be high in order to maintain the product in stock
with its initial properties so that it is readily available for immediate use in cases of urgent application in the
occurrence of an oil spill. It is therefore of fundamental importance to develop strategies that enable the
production, formulation and application of biosurfactants in industrial processes (Chaprao et al., 2018).
Thus, the aim of the present study was to formulate a commercial biosurfactant produced by the yeast
Candida sphaerica cultivated in industrial waste as substrate with the aim of applying this biomolecule the
remediation processes of hydrophobic pollutants.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Microorganism
Candida sphaerica (UCP 0995) was obtained from the culture collection of the Catholic University of
Pernambuco, Brazil. The micro-organism was maintained at 5 ºC on Yeast Mold Agar (YMA) slants containing
(w/v): yeast extract (0.3 %), malt extract (0.3 %), tryptone (0.5 %), D-glucose (1.0 %) and agar (5.0 %).
2.2 Substrates
Two types of industrial waste were used as substrates to produce the biosurfactant. Corn steep liquor was
purchased from Corn Products of Brazil (municipality of Cabo de Santo Agostinho, Pernambuco, Brazil) and
Ground nut oil refinery residue, provided by ASA LTDA in the city of state Recife-PE.
2.3 Growth Conditions
The biosurfactant production conditions used in this work were previously established according to Luna et al.
(2015). The inoculum of C. sphaerica was prepared by transferring cells grown on aslant with 50mL of yeast
mold broth (YMB). The seed culture was incubated for 24h at 28 ºC and agitated at 200rpm. The basal
medium was composed 9.0% ground nut oil refinery residue and 9.0% corn steep liquor dissolved in distilled
water. The medium was sterilized by autoclaving at 121°C for 20min. The final pH of the medium was 6.0. The
4
inoculum (1.0%, v/v) was added to the cool medium at the amount of 10 cells/mL. Cultivation was carried out
in Erlenmeyer flasks at 30 °C with shaking at 200 rpm for 144 h.
2.4 Formulation of Biosurfactant
After fermentation, the cell-free broth was submitted to conservation method: addition of 0.2% potassium
sorbate (preservative for inhibiting microbial growth and is considered safe and nontoxic). After the treatment
of the crude biosurfactant in each conservation method, the broth was stored at room temperature (28 °C) for
120 days, with samples withdrawn at 0, 10, 20, 30, 60, 90 and 120 days (long term stability study). After each
storage time, biosurfactant was subject to changes on pH (5.0, 7.0 and 9.0), addition of NaCl (1.0, 3.0 and
5.0% w/v) and heating at 40 and 50 °C (Freitas et al., 2016).
2.5 Determination of Surface Tension
Surface tension of the biosurfactant was determined with a Tensiometer (Sigma 700, KSV Instruments Ltd.,
Finland), using the Du Nouy ring method at room temperature (Soares da Silva et al., 2017).
2.6 Emulsification Activity with Motor Oil
The emulsification index was determined using the method described by Cooper and Goldenberg (1987).
Motor oil used as contaminant was obtained from a local automotive manufacturer in the city of Recife, Brazil.
This oil is commercially available for use in flex engines (gasoline, VNG and alcohol), type SAE20 W-50. It
consists of a paraffinic base lubricating oil (a complex mixture of hydrocarbons) and performance enhancing
additives.
2.7 Oil Displacement Test (Dispersant Test)
The dispersion capacity of an oil slick was simulated in the laboratory by contaminating samples of water with
motor oil in a Petri dish. The formulated biosurfactant at a concentration of 1.0% was added at biosurfactantto-oil proportions of 1:2, 1:8 and 1:25 (v/v). The mean diameter of the clear zones of triplicate experiments
was measured and calculated as the rate of the Petri dish diameter (Rocha and Silva et al., 2014).
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Stability of the formulated biosurfactant
Long-term stability is one of the requirements for developing a new biotechnological product and putting it on
the market. The properties of a stable commercial product should not change drastically with the fluctuations
in pH, temperature and salinity encountered in the industrial environment (Soares da Silva et al., 2018). To
ensure a commercial bioproduct, the crude biosurfactant produced by C. sphaerica was submitted to
conservation method and its tensioactive properties were analysed for a period of 120 days. The behaviour of
the biosurfactant after its formulation was evaluated under specific environmental conditions of pH,
temperature and the presence of salt. The tensioactive properties (i.e., surface tension, emulsification activity
and dispersion capacity) were evaluated. Figure 1 displays surface tension results of the biosurfactant
produced by C. sphaerica submitted to the conservation process with the addition of 0.2% potassium sorbate
after storage for different periods of time followed by exposure to variations in pH (5.0, 7.0 and 9.0),
temperature (40 and 50 °C) and concentrations of NaCl (1.0, 3.0 and 5.0%). The biosurfactant demonstrated
stability in the surface tension when exposed to the different pH, temperatures and concentrations of Nacl
values tested throughout the entire storage time, when compared to control, with the surface tension
maintained around 27 mN/m.

Figure 1: Surface tension of biosurfactant produced by C. sphaerica over 120 days of storage submitted to
addition of 0.2% potassium sorbate.

Figure 2: Emulsification capacity of biosurfactant produced by C. sphaerica over 120 days of storage
submitted to addition of 0.2% potassium sorbate.
3.2. Emulsification Activity with Motor Oil
Figure 2 displays emulsification activity results of biosurfactant submitted to the conservation processes
(addition of 0.2% potassium sorbate after storage for different periods of time followed by exposure to
variations in pH (5.0, 7.0 and 9.0), temperature (40 and 50 °C) and NaCl concentrations (1.0, 3.0 and 5.0%).
The biosurfactant remained stable under all conditions tested, reaching approximately 100% emulsification of
the motor oil with both conservation method throughout the 120 days of storage. A discrete reduction in
emulsification activity occurred in the presence of salt at concentrations of 1.0 and 3,0% at the day 15 of
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evaluation after the addition of the potassium sorbate, which did not invalidate the efficiency of the
biomolecule when considering the other results throughout the storage time. The biosurfactant submitted to
variation in pH (7.0 and 9.0), however, achieved 100% emulsification during 120 days. Biosurfactants are
emerging as a promising alternative to chemical dispersants, accelerating the natural dispersion and
degradation of hydrocarbons released into the environments through the solubilisation of oily compounds
(Freitas et al., 2016).

Figure 3: Dispersion capacity of motor oil by biosurfactant of storage submitted to conservation method with
addition of 0.2% potassium sorbate at biosurfactant-to-oil proportions of (A) 1:2, (B) 1:8 and (C)1:25 (v/v).
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3.3. Application of biosurfactant as dispersant
The oil displacement test is a method used to measure the diameter of the clear zone, which occurs after
dropping a surfactant-containing solution on an oil–water interface. The binomial diameter allows the
evaluation of the surface tension reduction efficiency of a given biosurfactant. Oil spreading capacity depends
on the decrease in water–oil interfacial tension due to the biosurfactant. Figure 3 displays the motor oil
dispersion capacity of the biosurfactant produced by C. sphaerica submitted to the conservation process with
the addition of 0.2% potassium sorbate after storage for different periods of time followed by exposure to
variations in pH (5.0 7.0 and 9.0), temperature (40 and 50 °C) and concentrations of NaCl (1.0, 3.0 and 5.0%)
at biosurfactant-to-oil proportions of (A) 1:2, (B) 1:8 and (C) 1:25 (v/v). The three proportions of the
biosurfactant demonstrated similar behaviour under all conditions evaluated. The formulated biosurfactant
demonstrated the best dispersant capacity after 120 days of storage. The best performance was achieved at
biosurfactant- to-oil proportions of 1:8 and 1:25 (v/v), reaching 90% dispersion. The stability evaluations in the
present study revealed that the tensioactive properties of the biosurfactant produced by C. sphaerica
remained practically constant throughout the 120 days storage time, demonstrating the long-term stability of
the biosurfactant. Freitas et al. (2016) submitted a biosurfactant from Candida bombicola to conservation
procedures and found that the addition of potassium sorbate and heat treatment were the most promising.
Soares da Silva et al. (2018) studied a biosurfactant produced by the bacterium Pseudomonas cepacia and
found that the biotensioactive agent was stable under all conditions investigated, especially after being
submitted to fractionated tindallization and the addition of potassium sorbate.
The ability of a biosurfactant to disperse oils is of extreme importance in the treatment of environments
contaminated with hydrocarbons, since this property accelerates the mobilization of the oil by breaking up the
droplets and consequently increasing the surface area of the oil in contact with oil-degrading microorganisms.
When, treating industrial environments contaminated by spilled petroleum based products, the time and costs
involved make the treatment of large amounts of contaminants unviable. Therefore, any product that assists in
the clean up should be maintained in stock so that it is available for immediate use in the occurrence of an
unexpected accident.

4. Conclusions
The biosurfactant formulated exhibited excellent stability under extreme environmental conditions. Salinity,
temperature and pH variations, maintains its tensioactive properties over a long storage period at a sufficient
level to ensure its application as a non-toxic dispersant of petroleum. Thus, this product could be considered
promising in the use of marine environmental pollution control.
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